Holm Filters
Holm provides manufacturer spec filters
for plant and construction, plus
agricultural equipment, machinery and
vehicles. A large range of credible, original
spec filters including both a complete
range of high quality Holm and original
manufacturer brand filters.
Holm filters can be purchased individually
or to maximise efficiency and productivity
choose our service filter kits, containing
everything you need to complete an
interim or full service on your construction
and agricultural equipment. You can even
configure your own kit for your vehicle(s).

For Filters:

01403 914400
holmfilters.com

Holm is Where the Part is

Service @ 500

Service @ 1000

Service @ Holm

At Holm we are revolutionising the way you can
source and buy all the filters you need for your fleet:
Holm on the range. Holm offer the most comprehensive
range of filters available: including Holm and Manufacturer
branded filters of every type you will need for the plant and
construction, plus agricultural industres.
Holm filter quality is assured, including when you select
from the Holm range, which are manufactured to a similar
quality, if not higher in some circumstances, as manufacturer
branded and competitive filters.
Holm filter finder is a unique, online method of finding and
selecting any replacement filter for any make or model of
plant and agricultural machinery. Using the dropdown
options on our website you can find a filter by manufacturer,
model and variant or by filter type, width, height or thread.
Holm filter part numbers are easy to understand and utilise
as all Holm filters are identified by a unique six digit reference
system, combining the type, detail and manufacturer, to
make ordering and re-ordering simple and easy.
Holm filter availability is supported by a comprehensive
stock of thousands of filters available direct from our
warehouse, so we are confident that we will have the
replacement filter you need when you need it.
Holm filter identification is easy in your stores as we can
even label to your own reference numbers if required.
Holm filter guarantee goes further than many
manufacturers, as we cover both replacement parts and
labour, paying for all associated costs of restoring the vehicle
back to the condition it was in before the issue.
Holm filter kits help to reduce downtime and costs with
simplified filter service kits containing everything you need
for a filter change during regular interval servicing. We can
even configure kits to your very own requirements.
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Holm Filters
6 Redkiln Close
Horsham
RH13 5QL
holmfilters.com
01403 914400

Holm Filter Finder
You can order online using our Filter Finder facility, by
filter type or by filter brand or by vehicle manufacturer,
including from the high quality Holm range.

If you would like to speak to one of our knowledgeable
filter experts about replacement filters or using the
Holm Finder, please phone Holm on 01403 914400 or
you can email info@holmfilters.com.
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